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Emanuel Medical Center

CUSTOMER
Founded in 1917 by the Evangelical Covenant Church, Emmanuel Hospital is a
Joint Commission accredited organization that has grown to a 403-bed multi-level
medical campus including a 209-bed acute care hospital, a 145-bed skilled nursing
facility, and a 49-bed assisted living facility. The Emanuel Medical Plaza building is
also the home of Emanuel’s Regional Cancer Services that include the Stanford
Emanuel Radiation Oncology Center and the Ruby E. Bergman Women's Center

FAST FACTS
Customer
Emanuel Medical Center

CHALLENGES
Technology Partners
Open Options Access Control
Mercury Security

Healthcare organizations have strong security needs and regulations to follow and
prior to using Open Options products, Emanuel was running an MCI access control
system that was not fulfilling their requirements. The previous system did not
properly support a facility as large as Emanuel and the hospital needed access
control that could support its current needs, provide credentials, and evolve as it
grew.
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SOLUTION
In 2006 and Open Options prepared to present Emanuel with a plan to improve and
restructure their access control system. DNA Fusion Access Control Software is
designed to change easily according to a user’s needs and Emanuel was looking
for just that. By using DNA Fusion Access Control Software, Fusion ID, and Open
DX Personnel Data Exchange Software, Open Options created a system specially
for Emanuel Medical Center that is now used to manage 1100 employees and 2
buildings. In the future, Emanuel plans to extend their Open Options installation by
20 to 30 more readers.
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